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1. 

v:hich 
thesis. By 

DlS 

t~o the 
foundations 

Kuhn's famous HlCa.H',llS incommensurability thesis rests OIl tViO interrelated 
assumptions: a semantical and a pragmatical one. The second backs up the 
first. As to the first one, the radic2J meaning variance springs from that 
the reference of a scientific term is determined by the claims the theory 
makes about it. 'T~1US v,~hen the changes so does the meaning, i.e. 
the reference of its terms. To render this reasoning persuasive, it must be 
assumed that the consists of a pretty well-defined and fairly stable 
set of claims vihich determines the of their terms and the change 
in the theory is marked by the change in this set of claims. One par1~ of 
my argument will aim ':0 blur the boundarieS. I 'iv-ill deny the existence of 
the meaning of scientific Germs determined by a clear-cut set of claims (i.e. 
by a clear-cut theory). 'Ne come across the variety of the presentations of 
a theory each of which constitutes a meaningful unit for its audience while 
different presentations consist of highly different sets of claims. 

But this argument needs a pragmatical foundation: the relevance 
of different audiences to the meaning of scientific terms must be shown. 
This will be done in an argument which attacks Kuhn's second, pragmatic 
assumption. K uhn in his theory of meaning proceeds from a use theory. It 
is the use of a language community which determines the meaning of the 
words which, in turn. can be described by a semantical theory as it was 
sketched above. But what community should we observe when we want 
to describe the meaning of scientific terms? At this point Kuhn, I think, 
makes an untenable idealization. He assumes, namely, the homogeneity 
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of the scientific community. It will be shown that numerous and highly 
different social groups use a theory in significantly different ways, and for 
them substantially different sets of claims constitute the theory. 

This reasoning is intended to show that users of a theory do not and 
cannot share a unique set of beliefs the change of which could result in an 
all-or-nothing change in the meaning of scientific terms. But on the top 
of all this, as my final pragmatical argument will point out, even those 
scientists who may be said to believe more or less the same, use theories in 
a way that excludes the Kuhnian semantical assumption that the reference 
of scientific terms is determined by what the theory says about them. My 
two minor case studies will include an educational example and the problem 
of identification of particles in an accelerator. If the use theory is taken 
seriously, and we have a closer look at how scientists use theories then the 
semantical theory on which the meaning incommensurability thesis rests 
cannot be adequate. 

Let us begin vlitl1 the problems as underlie the se-
mantical ones. 

is to be Studied? 

vVhen -",ve come to the vlhat 
the meamlng of theories, explicit ans\vers are 
ans"\vers seem to me most 
phers tend to vie'\.v a 
of the \vorld. The repi:e:3entai;icm has defined an.d identifiable semantIc COD-
tents. So \vtlen Vie \vould like to the of a 
co see what scientists 
second type of implicit 

have In minci: a standard \vorld-vie\A/'. 'The 
that there is some 

Slon Cl TeSearci1 
be made available as a standard pI'eE;eIlt,:;.tlO:a of the t fe,,,,",,,,,, .t'rOIrl our PUT-

pose, this second is similar to the first "vvithout the ITlentalistic ballast of ti-!.e 
first. Both of these tvvo ans-\'?lfrers assume a reCOl1stractive For ~"~~-""_i 
no t 1liO scientists have exac:t1y the same rnental rep:ceisent,ai;ic)I'c, 
no single presentation of the be the ve;""-
~,'~n 1 1nl"',' b=,'n'"'" .!~1 .-. __ ~.-. i .J.. ), ), r 
b_Vl_. ..... n ... s ...... ---5 !..tile caSe, vvc: .nave LO resorc co verSIons 01 a In or-
der to reconstruct the paradigmatic version. But tllen si10uld not start 
the analysis of meaning with the but :rather with the 

1 Even if there were identical representations in scientists' mind and even if there 
were an authorized publication including the theory, the task would be there to isolate 
within the content of the scientists' mind or within the publication what exactly is the 
theory and what is already not. 
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versions from which the standard version is to be reconstructed. The third 
type of implicit answer to the question concerning the evidential basis of 
the analysis of the meaning of theories is that the 'original contribution' to 
the research progress is the authentic version of a theory. It is hard to see 
how to single out those works that contain 'original contribution' to the 

mote the 

reseal·etl, and how this idea could help us to find the subject of 
pI~eE;el1t;3,t:LOj[lS should be studied? For instance, in order to 

rela'enTItV as an contribution' shall we 
verSIOn m a distinguished textbook 

ini1uential little 

school leXLOClOJ"co. 

but 
on the basis of some 

-;"ve are not 

aI)p,llcatlons for research grants, e:'{pertise for politi-
cians and R&D managers; etc. Each of these presentations is a mea.mn§;!u 
version of a particular but consisting of different claims. How could 
it be determined V"ihich of the claims define the reference of the terms? 

CL.Hap" we could assume that the presentations are different but the back
the claims in the readers' mind are the same. But this 

"" not the case - at least this will be argued below. 

Theories in Contexts 

Philosophers who have drawn sociological aspects into philosophy of 
science and epistemology insist that scientific research is integrated into 
the social structure which bears not only on the scientific activity, but also 
on the outcome of that activity, namely on scientific knowledge. 3 Accord
ing to this view, we should say that theories provide us with knowledge 
in a social context and they play their cognitive roles in a social context, 
too. This brings us to an external view-point. Scientific research is em
bedded in a broader social and cultural framework. Other social activities 
and cultural products initiate, support and interact with a particular sci
entific research. A_ particular scientific theory emerges as a result of this 

2EI:\STEI:\ (1916). 
3See :\LI.:\~'HEnl (19291, KCH:\ (1970), BLOoR (1976), BA.R:\ES and BLOOR. (1982) 
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research. Kuhn argued convincingly that the cognitive value, the knowl
edge claims of a theory so developed should be assessed in the light of all 
these interactions. But his conception of theories still remains internal in 
a sense. He wants to understand scientific theories, and hence, the seman
tics of scientific theories from an internal analysis of a particular scientific 
research community and their activity. He persists in seeing theories as 
means to the cognitive ends of that community adding only that a theory 
has an extra sociological role to organize the particular research commu
nity and activity.'! What a theory means is thought by the \\Teltanschau
ung approach (as 'well as by the formalists), to be given independent of 
how the rest of the world is and in 'Nhat other social or cultural contexts 
the is used outside the particular research group developing that 
theory. Everything that is necessary to understand the theory, and not in
volved ill the presentation is carried by the scientific community's -world

research community's metaphysical assumptions, epistemologi-
cal Inethodological prescriptions, etc.). The aSSUD1ption is that it 
is enough to observe the research group \\7"orking OIl et particular field - the 
group on its o\vn it is enough to sTudy v,,-hat do and believe in order 

understand their theories and in order to see \;;/hal heir theories mean. 
'This should be reconsidered if externaliSITl 1S taken 
FOT, scienCe is not a self-contc:jned a.n.d cultural en-

Theories cppear in various social and cultu.ral conTexts. 

has strong 
co:mmurllty in normal SCIence. 

!: =\eedless to say that forrnalists 
sense of the v/ora. 

51 venture that the di\'ersity of the ""'''''''''c 

tUTY phenoil1enon. :\:.\·111th century physicis"Ls. onc infected v:ith ~e;.vtofl·S rnelCt-

physics. another educated in Leibniz's etc .. 
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it, and they do not only use it to discuss it among themselves. For example, 
they have to teach the theory to the next generation of 'top ten' physicists. 
Teaching has its own peculiar cognitive aims, values and methods, and 
what is also important, teaching of a particular theory has its own didactic 
exemplars and applications. The meaning of the terms of a theory in a high 
school or university textbook differs from the meaning of that theory found 
in a state-of-the-art report published, e.g. in the Physics Review Letters, 
iLreference is determined by the claims that \vere made. The two kinds of 
presentations are clearly different kinds of interpretation of the same theory 
involving different claims and relying on different background knowledges 
(i.e. background statements) on the part of their intended readers. 

The of theories can only be analysed, I think, in terms of the 
-".'ilOle social context of their use and of their cultural In-te:['a,ctJlOllS, rather 
than in a parochial way within an unwarrantedly isolated, self-contained, 
and self-sustaining scientific discourse. different and highly inho
mogeneous social groups use a theory, influence its development and con
tribute to it. Such variety of uses brings theories into various connections 
with other theories and with various social activities. These social activ
ities have different cognitive aims, methods, they are governed by differ
ent cognitive values, and they apply a theory variously by virtue of differ
ent background knowledges. It is hard to see, how could there be a set of 
claims (beliefs) which is in charge to determine the reference of terms and 
which is (and must be) common to all who deal with the theory. 
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The Simultaneous Use of Incompatible Theories 

First, consider an experiment. An experiment needs a cluster of assump
tions about how the idealized system of the theory is influenced by factors 
neglected by the theory at issue. These factors are taken into considera
tion by other theories (perhaps, by ceieTis paribus assumptions). In order 
to apply a theory in an experIment subsidiary theories are necessary con-

T h . 1" l' h d 6 "'h . . troLmg t_.e expenmenta devlces, supp_ymg L.e ata, etc. 1 ese theones 
add to the description of the same objects, properties. That is to say these 
subsidiary theories characterize the same system that is described by the 
theory at issue. 

Think, for example, of a scattering experiment. The motion of a 
particle beam in the accelerator IS described by the classical relativistic (or 
Newtonian) dynamics and Maxwell's theory.! Then these particles reach 
the target and scatter on It. The scattering~ hov~reveI', is described 
quantum mechanics. 

Both at 
, , ~ 

"[,ne enQ of the acceleration process and at the 
of the the e:=perimentalist has to identify a particular physical 
system; imagine for the sa.ke of simplicit.y. consists of one particle 
with certain quantities. A purely semantical problem arises: 'what is the 
reference of the terms of the t"vvo theories and ho\v the experin1entalist 
identifies them .. ~t the ene of the acceleration she ·vVill have a which 
is a classical object 'with certain classical quantities, for she identified it as 
a model of a classical theory electrodynamics). As the n~l,,',lr'IP 
hits the she identifies the of the scattering as a 

as a TI10del of a quantuil1 
IS senseless if the accelerated classi-

are not the sarne as the n~',1',r'lp,,, 

the moment urn gt:lll::l';:iLeu classlca.ll:y 

sical formulae should 

quantun1 rnec:n''iD.lCallY, O£ 
1.1 

01 

clas-

ticles. The of the classical formulae should be of 
the y l~a.H\, Lt''" formulae. The same 
are, on o (:o,aSlOn , described 

on another O(:C(3.SlOn, 
relativistic electro c:ty n(aDCll'CS 

the one quantum 
the e:?:per'lD.1en'C IS that 

theories In different stages of the process. If the difference in the theories 
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brought about difference in the meaning of the terms, i.e. difference in the 
reference of these terms, then it would be impossible to carry out observa
tions of objects and perform measurements of the measured parameters on 
the basis of another theory. This would entail that it would be impossible 
to relate a theory to the data produced by other theories consisting of in
compatible claims. 

Tl1is example IS relnarkable for tv~:-o reasons. The two theories, the 
relati vist.ic 1 nave 
no common Still 
the classical relativistic electr'O(:ty'ni",rrll,cs lnTP,..r,;-,e,t" 

means of the model has the specified parameters. 
yve believe that there 

can be identified 
neutral d",sc:TIP-

tion to determine the reference for both and the t'\NO descriptions~ 

the two theories are Incc.m,p;",tlb.le. Still their relerences are compatible, In 

are regarded TO be identicaL 
;:Y,:Illant;lcally this means that. the refereilce of tern1S or the tVlO theories 

cannot. be identified the the theories. 
Notice that the Ehrenfest theorems or any other approximative re

lation betvieen the classical theories and the quantum is not even 
mentioned. Nor could be, Imagine an acceleration process in a ",;'n,rhrc\-

'The of the voltage is modulated to take 
into account the increase of the relativistic mass of the 25 reaches 
high energies. The control of the process of accelerating a lnto the 
relativistic domain derives from considerations about the position and 
of the particle and the change of its momentum during the process. 
\10:\YI (1978), pp. 113-118.) This picture of the synchrocyclotron-particle 
system is irremediably classicaL 

Opponents could claim that the classical system is just an approxima
tion of the quantum mechanical system. It IS an approximation only in a 
very weak sense. There is no quantum mechanical model of the system to 
which the approximation could be compared, It IS an approximation only 

"This is really important here, The identification of the reference in ,hiS example 
would be difficult for a Kripke-Putnam type causal theory, For in thiS case. unlike in our 
second example (see below). there is no 'direct' ostenslOn, observation, manipulation. etc. 

which the particles in the tunnel can be followed, Also the caUSEd connection betweer. 
the experimentalist and the objects can only be created by virtue of the classical theory, 
The existence of the causal link depends on the successful identification of the particle by 
the classical theory, 
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to the effect that the quantum mechanical effects can be ignored for parti
cles 'sufficiently' separated if the interaction with their own field is \veak, 
etc. But the answers to the question whether the particles are indeed 'suf
ficiently' separated, etc. ultimately come from the fact that the accelerator 
works by virtue of the classical description. The proper legitimacy of the 
approximation should rest on the accurate theory and the theory of approx
imation, i.e. on the relation of the accurate theory to the approximative 
theory. This needs that the system be described by the two theories. In 
contrast, the approximation in our case works on the other way round. The 
system is not identified by a quantum model plus a model of approximation 
but it is identified with the help of the descriptive content of the classical 
theories. At most, the existence of the particular model of approximation is 
postulated on the basis of the efficiency of the device, the classical descrip
tion of the system, and the postulate concerning the sameness of the phys
iCed system. If opponents manage to manufacture a theory of approxima
tion which, augmented with a quantum theoretical model, would identify 
the reference, well then I would increase the complexity of the system (by 
including, say, the po\ver plant) until it cannot be accounted for in terms 
of quantum and approximation theory. By this trick we ahvays -will reach a 
point v<,-here the legitimacy of the approximation will rest on the assumption 
about the identity of the system despite of the two different descriptions. 9 

The idea may come to mind that the common, theory-independent de
scription may be an informal one which interprets both formal theories, rel
ativistic electrodynamics and the quantum theory. This informal descrip
tion consists in the informal description of the experimental setup.loBut 
this informal description of the particle is far not enough to identify the ob
ject in the accelerator. The informal description on its ov;n does not sup
ply the identifying inforITlation of the reference for the ~Germs of quanturn 
theory. The references of the terms of quantum theory, the input, cannot 
be identified vIithout the content of the of relativistic 
electrodynamics. 

The experimentalist says that the particle ,,'iaE accelerated in such and 
such a way and the particle scattered on the target in such and such a way. 
It is the reference of the 'particle' \vhich remains constant and "yhich links 
the 'particle-in-relativistic-electrodynamics' and the 'particle-in-quantum
theory'. Thus the experimentalist applies the incompatible theories to the 
common physical system. 

"In this argument I did not 1112.ke use of the !llC.ero apparatus - micro system duality 
which may supply further theoretical support (beyond the pragmatical point I made here) 
for alternath'e and incompatible descriptions of the ,'ery same physical system, 

lOSomething like this: a particle is flying in the tunnel of the accelerator while its 
,'elocity is increasing due to the right timing of the change of electromagnetic field. etc. 
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To be sure a Kuhnian philosopher of science is ready \\'ith the objec
tion that our experimentalist was, all the time, thinking of the quantum 
world and she approximately identified the quantum particle as a classical 
one. But the question is unfortunately not that what she is thinking of, 
rather how she identifies it. Let alone the formidable conceptual problem 
of the 'approximative identification' of an individual, this move does not 
vvork for the following reason. VVhat the Kuhnian opponent claims is that 
the nOT the quantum particle but something 
near TO it. she puts the quantities she determined on the ba-
sis of the classical t hpnn- into the quantum-theoretical equations because 
she can do HV",",H",,

real one does not IdentITY 
tern1S of the classical 

that this is the parTicle, but this is not the 
the real one. She equates the reference of the 

"\\Tith the reference of the terms of the quan-
tunl + hpn,.-" She may have et quantum particle in but she does 'put' 
a classical one into the quantum equations. The system she identifies dur
ing the acceleration process is a classical one. She is causally linked with 
the particle described as a classical particle and the causal link is also con
trolled by, and judged according to classical effects. 

example Vias not extreme, the list of the interpretations of similar 
kind is endless. In experiments, scientists wish to control the experimental 
device and they pay less attention to secure the formally clear semantical 
links between the theories. Chemists first identify the mass of a component 
of a reaction by means of an equal arm balance based on N ewtonian stat-

then they claim that the mass so determined is the mass the substance 
has in some theory of chemical reactions. (The theory of the chemical reac
tion may be a quantum chemical theory, too.) They check very rarely, if at 
all, \vhether the two descriptions of mass supplied by the two theories, are 
logically compatible. VVhat guarantees their semantic compatibility with
out logical compatibility is that they are interpreted by the same infor
mal terms referring to the same physical properties of the same substance. 
Here of course they have direct recourse to the causal and pretheoretical 
determination of the reference. This brings us to our second example for 
the interpretation of different theories by the same interpreting theory. 

Secondly, take an educational example. EI:\STEII\'S (1921) famous 
On the Special and General Theory of Relativity and most of the introduc
tory books to the Theory of Relativity use the example of a train (rocket 
or some other vehicles) with passengers (observers) on it and people (ob
servers) standing outside of it pitching balls (firing bullets, sending sound 
signals, etc.) and sending light signals to each other.liThe example of this 
system has a double function. It introduces both the Galilean and the Ein-

ll£.g. :\ORWOOD (1981). TAYlOR~': \\'H2ELER (1966). 
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steinian Principle of Relativity. In the first case the train, the balls, and 
the light signals are described as N ewtonian particles while in the second 
case, they are described as relativistic particles. The contrast between the 
two relativity principles is made on the basis of the distinct results supplied 
by the distinct descriptions of the same system. This can happen only if 
the train-ball-light signal system interpreting the two theories remains the 
same on the occasion of the interpretations of the two theories. The iden
tification of the train-ball-light signal system does not require either of 
the theories. If it did, it would be an inapt example from a didactic point 
of view. Clearly the descriptions provided by the Newtonian particle the
ory and the theory of relativity are semantically negligible with respect to 
the identification of the train-ball-light signal system. It is a pretheoreti
cal system. Fixed by the everyday description, the train-baIl-light signal 
system is firm in place to help the apprentice to break into the Nevi"tonian 
theory, then, retllIJmng to the same ",",'C-;-"'T'O she can jump into relativity 
theory. It is to be underscored that she can return to the same p,rp1cvrl,nr 

train-ball-light signal system V'Thich is the for both theories_ 
The tViO sets of systeIl1S, the set of the 

signal-as-Newtonian-systems and the set of the 
relativistic-systems are disjoint. In other words, 

the informal description of the traln--iJall-lH:rnr 
IS incompatible vlith the r_~! ~'-,-,n-h, -;- h p,or-" \7ihich is Inte:[f)rl:::ted 
informally described 
secure the fulfilment 
is one 

The COITlITl.on 

slgnals. did not double the 
to tVy-O differeLt theories, 'These theories 

alternative of one and the san-le 

These leel relaxed 
claims 
that is 

difference in the sets Le. the dii~'ereEc:: 
difference of the reference of their 

signal-as-

A pragmatic objection "\vhich is br01.1ght up ag;aln:;;t Kuhn's m,eanLng 
variance thesis is that scientists believing different theories live in the same 
world in their everyday life so the semantical content of their language 
cannot be completely different from each other to block understanding. 
This position justly (though not profoundly enough) emphasises, on the 
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one hand, that K uhn ignores the everyday world when he makes his claim -
however metaphorical it is - that scientists accepting different paradigmatic 
theories live in different worlds. On the other hand, this critique does 
not really threaten Kuhn's position. Because he may reply that he has 
described hmv scientists do research and this description does not make 
recourse to outside the \vorld of the paradigmatic theory. To 

CC'f',!:IlL ,,'Te need to show that Kuhn's description is 
and makes use of uHvvarranted iciealizatioIls. The researchers! 

make the crn'Lq'lle 

world somehow rests on, l"".UHlcLt,C:lY 

the \florId outside the the semantical 
theories (parcdigmatic theory included) 

'iIlside~ in isolation from the '\vider social context 
icie2Jization that users 01 a 

h()D10gz,necms group. 'The p]~a.grnELtlc cluster of my 
. ~. ~ . 

mea,n:mg varIance TneSlS relIes on a contextualized vievl 
of scientific theories. 

If \ve notice the theorIes vvhich are used syn-
and if theories aTe seen many different p,~ople knovl-
theories and believing in different metaphys-

leal then a cannot be seen as a nice homogeneous 
\vorld-vie\v. 'The srr~ooth communications betvleen scientists dif-
ferent theories and methodologies, believing in different ontologies indicate 
that a clone cannot be credited \vith the responsibility to 

of its Terms. 
think one of the roots of the meaning-variance 

oriented philosophers applied different measures. 
1S that his

empha-
sised the difference between the vievls of scientists of the consecutive his
torical periods, \vhile underestimated the differences of the contemporary 
social groups who collaborate on doing normal science. 

Historians are also users of theories. Advocates of radical D1eaning
variance tend to forget about this fact. For example, K uhn gives an ac
count of why scientists accepting two different paradigmatic theories can
not understand each other, while Kuhn tacitly assumes that he can un
derstand scientists of both paradigms. K uhn and Feyerabend claim that 

understand Aristotle's physics in historiccl context while deprive peo
ple accepting the N ewtonian paradigm of the capability of understanding 
Aristotelian physics. have nothing to say what is miraculous about 
historians or philosophers compared to scientists. 

They fail to notice that their own historical arguments rest on the pre
condition that namely historians can understand scientists of different 
paradigm. Kuhn admits that he as a historian can understand former sci
entists, and it should be emphasised, he does it on the basis of texts, by se-
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mantical means. He cannot, say, observe the ancients life, at least primar
ily not such observations give him the data to understand Aristotle. A his
torian goes on with mainly linguistic evidence (books, inscriptions) much 
more so than we do when understanding our contemporaries. A historian's 
understanding involves the understanding of theories, values, metaphysical 
commitments and the exemplars of scientists working in various paradigm. 
By virtue of such understanding they intend to show that tv..'O scientists 
accepting different paradigms do not succeed in understanding each other. 

In sum, if scientific theories are seen in their complex social use, then 
it should be clear that the change in meaning caused by the change in 
a theory cannot be so radical and threatening as advocates of the thesis 
of meaning-variance maintain. Theories may not have a semantics which 
endorses such radical changes. 
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